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General Information 

Twelve years ago, in September 2007, a region of 5300 km2 around the Mont-Mégantic National 
Park in the province of Québec, Canada, became IDA's first International Dark-Sky Reserve. The 
Reserve currently encompass 34 municipalities, including the city of Sherbrooke, that work to reduce 
light pollution and preserve the quality of the night sky and the nocturnal environment. With such a 
large territory and more than 211 000 people actually living inside the Reserve, the challenges to 
reduce light pollution are great but the benefits for all those people and for the one visiting the region 
are even greater.  

Mont Mégantic was already known for its astronomy related activities for a long time with the 
presence of the Mont-Megantic Observatory (OMM) since the late 70's and the ASTROLab in the 
90's, but the creation of the IDSR really helped to consolidate and built partnerships between the 
national park, municipalities and local organizations. Mont-Megantic is now internationally known for 
its efforts in preserving and experiencing the night sky and we can feel it with more and more with 
tourists coming from everywhere in the world. 

The number of visitors for the ASTROLab grew substantially last summer, especially for our 
daytimes activities where it went from 7000 to 9500 daily visits, thanks to a brand new 4K movie and 
VR experience introduced in 2019. Nighttime activities at the ASTROLab and the observatories did 
not increased as much during the same period, but they didn't have much room to grow as they were 
already almost filled to maximum capacity. The Mont-Megantic National Park is currently working on 
new projects and installations to increase the capacity and the opportunities to watch the sky in the 
future. 19 500 people also follow us on Facebook, increasing last year's number by approximately 
8,5%. 
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Contacts 

The Mont-Mégantic IDRS team and activities are tightly woven between the Mont-Mégantic National 
Park (SÉPAQ) and the ASTROLab corporation. This year, we are happy to welcome Mélina Dubois-
Verret in our team. Mélina's role is to reinforce our partnerships and relations with the municipalities, 
Regional Municipalities Councils (RCM) and other organisations. By being a strong link between the 
IDSR team and outside entities, Mélina is increasing our ability to do even more in outreach, lighting 
policies, research and conversion of lights. Many projects done during the last year could not have 
been achieve without her and many more are to come.  

Mont-Mégantic International Dark-Sky Reserve Team : 

NATHAËL BERGERON        ▶  Administrative director 

SÉBASTIEN GIGUÈRE       ▶  Outreach director and spokesman       
giguere.sebastien@sepaq.com 

RÉMI BOUCHER            ▶  Scientific coordinator and spokesman     
boucher.remi@sepaq.com 

MÉLINA DUBOIS-VERRET      ▶  Partnership advisor and community relations  
duboisverret.melina@sepaq.com 

CAMILLE-ANTOINE OUIMET     ▶  Conservation manager 

MARIE-GEORGES BÉLANGER   ▶  Communication advisor 
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Lighting 

No major program to convert light fixtures was underway during the last year. However, 
municipalities inside the IDSR continue to follow the dark-sky regulations of the region and 
progressively install or change lights in accordance to its high standards. As a reminder, for most 
applications such as roadway and parking lots, light fixtures inside the IDSR are required to have a 
maximum CCT of 2200K with no uplight. Light levels and schedules are also regulated, each 
depending on on the type of use. 

Following the work of the last years, the city of Sherbrooke converted hundreds of luminaires to PC-
Amber LED across its territory, while adding new models for certain neighbourhood or streets. Being 
by far the largest city in the Reserve, Sherbrooke is where the largest number of new lights are being 
installed. Benefiting from the similarity of the visual colour of PC-Amber LED compared to HPS 
lamps, Hydro-Sherbrooke, the electricity provider and the entity responsible for the installation and 
maintenance of streetlights, has been doing HPS to LED replacements since 2015 for fixtures 
nearing their end-of-life or when other project of road work give them an opportunity. Prior to using 
LED, thousands of luminaires were already converted to full-cutoff HPS. 
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New PC-Amber LED luminaires installed inside the city of Sherbrooke. Multiple models of fixtures can be identified, from 
decorative to more regular streetlights.



Amber LED can also be found on many new commercial, institutional and industrial buildings. This 
shows that Sherbrooke's municipal inspectors are applying the regulation on exterior lighting when 
permits for new constructions are emitted. Monochromatic Amber LED are also used inside some 
luminaire models, mostly for wall packs or parking luminaires, but they are visually very difficult to 
differentiate from PC-Amber. 
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Monochromatic Amber LED and 2700K wall packs.PC-Amber LED parking lights and wall packs on a new 
outdoor gear store.

Recently built school using PC-Amber and monochromatic 
Amber LED.

New gas station using PC-amber and warm light fixtures.

A pleasant surprise : a car dealership using Amber LED lighting! The front row of cars is lit with white LED for colour 
rendering while amber is used for the rest of the lot and the building entrances.



An important project to extend the Highway 410 by "Transports Québec" (Québec's Ministry of 
Transportation) is currently underway in the southern part of Sherbrooke. HPS luminaires were 
installed during the first phase of the project, between 2010 and 2015. This year, PC-Amber LED 
were installed for the roundabout that will end the new part of the highway, providing very good 
visibility with low glare. The roundabout is also very close to the Agriculture Canada’s Research and 
Development Center and the Bishop's University that have both installed PC-Amber LED light in 
recent years (see 2015 and 2018 annual reports). We are happy to see this good collaboration from 
Transport Québec doing major infrastructure work while respecting the efforts of the IDSR. 
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PC-Amber LED illuminating the roundabout of Highway 410 and Route 108, in the District of Lennoxville, Sherbrooke.

Final phase of the highway 410 extension.

ROUNDABOUT
(PC-AMBER: 2019)

RESEARCH CENTER
(PC-AMBER: 2018)

BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY
(PC-AMBER: 2015)

https://www.darksky.org/our-work/conservation/idsp/reserves/montmegantic/


In Lac-Mégantic, we also offered our expertise and support for the municipality inspector in resolving 
cases where complaints from citizens were made. For one site in particular, cool-white LED 
floodlights had been installed and were shining inside neighbour's houses. The headquarter of the 
company, being well outside the territory of the IDSR, didn't realized that special guidelines for 
exterior lighting were enforced in Lac-Mégantic and so proceeded with the same white LED 
installation that they did in other cities were they operate. Following our on-site visit and the 
inspector's report, the company was very receptive and agreed to change its lights according to the 
regulation. The good news is that not only did they changed the cool-white LED projectors to full 
cutoff PC-Amber LED fixtures in Lac-Mégantic, but they also made a similar conversion for their site 
in Sherbrooke, where they also operate.  
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Before and after pictures of a transport company in Lac-Mégantic where cool-white LED were replaced with PC-Amber.

BEFORE

AFTER



Another small but interesting conversion took place thanks to the volunteer work of a citizen from 
Lac-Mégantic, Bernard Boulet. He convinced the owner of a motel to change the lights outside his 
building to lower intensity and warmer lights, going from 5000K to 2700K. Lac-Mégantic has also 
been recently certified Cittaslow, an international network of "cities where living is good".  

We also see changes in smaller municipalities, like Notre-Dame-des-Bois and Val-Racine, where 
some HPS streetlights have been replaced with new PC-Amber or 2000K LED during the last year, 
also trying new models from different manufacturers. Amber lights are also installed on private or 
institutional buildings, thanks to the good collaboration with some electricians in the region. 

The Haut-Saint-François RCM, which encompass nearly half of the IDSR territory, officially updated 
its light pollution regulation in April. Multiple changes in lighting technologies made this update 
necessary. Of particular importance, colour temperature (CCT) is used in the new regulation, instead 
of the types of lighting technologies, to control for the blue light content. Also, the installation of 
electronic signs is prohibited for municipalities near the center of the IDSR, while also being 
restricted in number and type of use where permitted. A lot of effort were made to give more 
explanations when necessary and simplify when possible to make sure the regulation is more 
accessible to non-experts. A large summarizing table also helps in making the regulation easier to 
understand and apply. 
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Sky Quality 

We are continuing and making good progress in our efforts to have much better monitoring and 
measurement of the light pollution and sky brightness inside the Mont-Mégantic IDSR : 

ZENITHAL SKY BRIGHTNESS

We now have more than three years of continuous recording of the zenithal sky brightness with our 
SQM-LE installed on the summit of Mont Mégantic, at the center of the Reserve. With more than a 
million individual readings, many interesting facts were learned from this monitoring. The first year of 
measurements (2016-2017) showed us that the amount of light pollution at zenith is so low over 
Mont Mégantic that the SQM is recording mostly natural values of sky brightness. When taking only 
the data points during the astronomical night (i.e. when the Sun is lower than 18° below the horizon), 
the Moon cycle causes the biggest changes in sky brightness, reaching around 16 mag/arcsec2 
during full moons (see red points in graph). After filtering out the data when the Moon is present 
(resulting in the cyan points), cloudy nights can be recognized by darker measurements than the 
natural value of ~22 mag/arcsec2. Clouds amplify light pollution near a city, but they make the sky 
darker when far away from artificial light sources by blocking the light from the stars and the Milky 
way. There is also some occasional bright peaks caused by the use of artificial lights near the 
Observatories. Both the clouds and artificial lights will produce more variable and less frequent data 
points, while the natural sky will be more stable, allowing it to stand out in this large amount of data. 
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Reporting the most frequent value is often done but it can also be misleading because the Milky Way 
will have a strong impact on the recorded values for the greatest part of the year. A very dark site 
with no light pollution at zenith could be reported as brighter than reality because of this. Indeed, 
when looking at our measurements between June and January, when the plane of the galaxy is high 
in the sky, the values will typically be around 21,6 or 21,7 mag/arcsec2, while the most frequent 
values between February and May is 22,0 mag/arcsec2. For this reason, we proposed to only use 
values when the SQM is aiming at a galactic latitude of 45° or more, when the Sun is below 18° and 
the Moon is below 5°. We presented our methods and results last year during the Artificial Light At 
Night Conference (ALAN2018) in Salty Lake City, Utah, and received very good feedback on our use 
of the SQM. Further processing of the data could include the zodiacal light and airglow contributions. 

*Following a strong lightning storm in the summer of 2018, the SQM-LE stopped recording for 
approximately 2 months before it was repaired and reinstalled. The ethernet module was 
repaired by the manufacturer and the SQM matched the reference value for calibration 
following the repair. We preferred to keep this SQM instead of replacing it with a new unit in 
order to avoid the risk of adding variability in the data from different units. Measurements 
during July and August are normally filtered out in our analysis because the Milky Way is near 
zenith so this data loss should not affect too much our year-over-year analysis. We will keep 
an eye in the next years to make sure the repaired SQM stay consistent with past 
measurements. For now, if there is a difference, it doesn't appear to be more than 0,1 mag/
arcsec2.* 

Although we are now confident to report that there is no light pollution at zenith under normal 
conditions, we could question the monitoring of light pollution with this method for the Mont Mégantic 
site. On the other hand, we do believe it is important to continue this longterm monitoring to make 
sure no light pollution becomes measurable in the future, but also because it will allow us to see the 
effects of the next solar cycle on airglow and the natural night sky brightness.  
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Most frequent SQM readings (mag/arcsec2)

Sun below -18° 
Moon below -5°

Sun below -18° 
Moon below -5° 

Galactic latitude >45°

June 2016 to May 2017 21,60 22,00

June 2017 to May 2018 21,70 22,10

June 2018 to May 2019 22,05
*(missing July and August)

22,20



ALL-SKY BRIGHTNESS

We are happy to report a big leap forward in our ability to take all-sky measurements. In 2007 and 
2017, we relied on a collaboration with the NPS and the University of Colorado to take all-sky 
imagerie of the sky above Mont Mégantic. While we were extremely pleased with the results and the 
analysis, we were also looking for means to do all-sky monitoring by ourselves. This year, we 
acquired a Sky Quality Camera (from Euromix, Andrej Mohar, Slovenia) and we are very excited by 
the results and the new possibilities it offers us. 

Key findings from the summit of Mont Mégantic: 

• The new method provides similar results to the NPS datasets. While the NPS method gives 
better resolution and allow for the subtraction of natural sky brightness, the SQC and its 
software provide other useful tools for analysis and easy sharing and outreach. 

• The short exposure time for a single measurement will allow for time-dependant analysis. 

• Weather conditions can have a huge impact on sky brightness, so we are taking 
measurements on nights with different conditions of transparency, humidity and cloudiness. 
In the next year, we plan on analyzing and comparing those. 

• Consistent with the NPS data, artificial light is mainly present toward West and North, and 
light domes don't go higher than ~30° above the horizon. From North-East to South-West, the 
conditions are very dark and only very small light domes can be shown with the camera.  

• Under very clear and transparent conditions, we could see the light pollution dome of Boston, 
MA, which is more 350 km away! This is possible because very few sources of light are 
present on our southern horizon. In comparison, Montreal, at 190 km is hidden behind the 
light dome of Sherbrooke, but Québec City (150km) is recognizable when looking North. 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We are also using the SQC elsewhere inside and outside the Reserve. For example, we took 
measurements inside the Mont Bellevue municipal park, in Sherbrooke. The data is used in a project 
currently underway and led by Martin Aubé and Johanne Roby, from the CEGEP de Sherbrooke, to 
create a place where the Milky Way could be easily visible inside the city. Multiple actions are 
planned to reduce light pollution and a shared across teams of students for the CEGEP. If 
successful, the project would be a great candidate for a new Urban Night Sky Place. 

We also used the SQC in a few other national parks in the Province of Québec to acquire better 
knowledge inside the network of parks managed by the SÉPAQ. We plan to continue with more 
parks in the coming years to provide a good portrait of light pollution across the Province's natural 
landscapes and see its dark sky potential. 
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Lastly, we are now in the commissioning 
period of a new permanent all-sky CCD 
camera installed next to the Mont-Megantic 
Observatory (OMM). The camera is shared 
between the OMM and us, and is equipped 
with Johnson astronomical filters that will 
allow us to measure light pollution over time 
and in multiple colours. For now, the OMM is 
mostly using it to monitor the night sky during 
observation and keep an eye on the 
changing weather. The final site for the 
installation camera is not yet determined, but 
it will stay relatively close to the observatory, 
while being far enough from it to provide the 
clearest possible view of the horizon and the 
sky. 

Outreach 

As usual for us, most of the outreach is done inside the national park and the ASTROLab. Astronomy 
evenings are done both at the ASTROLab and at the Mont-Mégantic People's Observatory, with 
special nights at the bigger Mont-Mégantic Observatory during the annual Astronomy Festival, and 
all-night observation during the Perseids meteor shower. The themes of light pollution and the Dark-
Sky Reserve are addressed during our astronomy evenings, observatory visits and across many 
interpretative signs. 

Outside the park, we were also present with our telescopes for different events, such as an outside 
astronomy evening in East-Angus, the "24 hours of science" event in Sherbrooke or the BESIDE 
festival in Boucherville (near Montréal).  

We also gave many conferences about light pollution inside and outside the IDSR :  

• for ALAN2018, in Salt Lake City, where Rémi Boucher and Sébastien Giguère presented 
2 talks about the monitoring of light pollution and the social engagement inside the Mont-
Mégantic IDSR. 
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• in Marrakech, Morocco, for the "Atlas Dark-Sky Morocco Workshop". They are currently 
woking on a Dark-Sky Reserve project that would encompass the Oukaimeden 
Observatory. 

• at the Canadian Parks Conference, in Québec City, were we presented our light pollution 
monitoring methods and results to the Canadian parks and conservation community. 

• at Montréal's Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium, for the International Astronomy Day. 

• in Lac-Mégantic, as part of their first conference linked to the Cittaslow project. 

• in La Patrie, with Martin Aubé, organized by the Fédération des Astronomes Amateurs du 
Québec. 

• for the students of the Montignac High School, in Lac-Mégantic, as part of their 
"Environment Week". 

• for the Coaticook RCM and municipalities councils, who are interested in doing their part 
in reducing light pollution. The Coaticook RCM shares borders with our IDSR and has a 
good potential for dark sky.  

• at a big event in Baie-Saint-Paul, in the Charlevoix region, where the municipality started 
a plan to reduce light pollution and maybe seek dark-sky certification in the future. Three 
conferences where given in the same day : for the elementary school kids, for the 
municipality's elected officials and employees, and for the citizens of Baie-Saint-Paul. 

Conservation and Research 

A group of 4 students, doing their master degree in Environment at the Université de Sherbrooke, 
made a study about the economic benefits of the Mont-Mégantic IDSR. As part of their project, they 
built tools to analyse where visitors came from, what brought them in the region and how and where 
are they spending. While the study and their presentation was very interesting, it is still very hard to 
differentiate the Dark-Sky Reserve, the national park, the ASTROLab and the Observatory, to really 
know the economic impact of the IDSR creation. Our feeling is that the Dark-Sky Reserve has an 
impact on our attractiveness to international visitors, while people from the Province of Québec 
already knew "Mégantic" as a place synonym with "astronomy" or might be coming for the national 
park's activities at first. 
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Another student, Aude Kalcina, who was doing a master degree in Environment Engineering at the 
École des Technologies Supérieures, spent a few months with us to make a project about the cost 
and methods of converting the streetlights of East Angus. Approximately a quarter of the streetlights 
not yet replaced in the Mont-Megantic IDSR (apart from the city of Sherbrooke) are in East Angus. 
This gave us an opportunity to look at the economics of a conversion to PC-Amber LED, analyse a 
few scenarios, get information about different models of luminaires currently available and model 
how it would impact the night sky. Aude completed a precise inventory of every streetlights in East 
Angus with information about the physical environment around each lights. A collaboration with 
Alexandre Simoneau and Martin Aubé allowed us to obtain modelizations of the predicted reduction 
in light pollution. The findings where presented to the municipality officials, who responded very 
positively to the analysis. We hope this will translate into actions in the near future. 

We also visited two more national park in Québec, Mont Tremblant and Frontenac, to do a complete 
exterior lighting inventory and propose a plan to make them more dark-sky friendly in the future. The 
year before, we did the the same with the Mont Orford National Park. We are working to help more 
and more parks and installations part of the SÉPAQ network to adopt good lighting practices. 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Converting every HPS cobrahead (shown in solid red) to PC-
Amber LED would result in a ~65% skyglow reduction for a 
theoretical observer 4km outside East Angus. This does not 
take into account private lights contribution to skyglow, but 
shows how much the city could reduce its impact.



Community and Media Relations 

Some media appearances we are aware of :  

• CNN's "Dark Skies : 23 best places in the world to stargaze", July 2018. 

• "Dark Skies are the new black", Grownup Travels, Oct 2018.  

• LaTribune newspaper, covering our presence at the Atlas Dark-Sky Morocco Workshop, Nov 2018. 

• A 4 pages articles in the french astronomy magazine "Ciel et Espace" about the first decade of the 
Mont-Mégantic IDSR, March 2019. 

• Mentioned in an article about Dark Sky Reserves in Costco's magazine, May-June 2019. 

• Featured in GEO magazine's "Tour du monde des plus ciels étoilés", June 2019. 

• Listed in the new Lonely Planet's astrotourism guide "Dark Skies", Sept 2019.  

• Many news articles about our presence at the Baie-Saint-Paul event about reducing light pollution, 
Sept 2019. 

• National Geographic, "These are the best world's best stargazing spots", Oct 2019.  
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JEAN-FRANÇOIS GAGNON
jean-francois.gagnon@latribune.qc.ca

MAGOG — La ville de Newport, 
au Vermont, a cessé de traiter 
du lixiviat provenant du site d’en-
fouissement de Coventry dans 
son usine d’épuration, conformé-
ment à ce qu’elle avait annoncé 
il y a quelques semaines. Il n’est 
cependant pas exclu qu’elle re-
prenne le traitement de lixiviat 
en provenance de ce lieu durant 
les prochains mois.

Présidente du comité de déve-
loppement durable de la MRC de 
Memphrémagog, Lisette Maillé 
s’est rendue à Newport mardi 
en compagnie d’Alexandra Roy, 

chargée de projet à la MRC, et de 
Michel Cyr, chef de la division de 
gestion des eaux à la Ville de Sher-
brooke. Le trio a rencontré sur 
place des représentants munici-
paux, dont le maire Paul Monette.

« Cette rencontre est mon initia-
tive. Je trouvais ça intéressant d’al-
ler à la rencontre des gens de cette 
municipalité. Ça a été une occa-
sion pour expliquer notre position 
et leur offrir notre collaboration », 
explique Mme Maillé.

Quand Newport a décidé d’ar-
rêter de traiter du lixiviat en pro-
venance de Coventry, elle a été 
guidée par le principe de précau-
tion. Elle craignait en effet que 
son usine d’épuration déverse 
des contaminants inquiétants 
dans le lac Memphrémagog, 

réservoir d’eau potable pour plus 
de 150 000 personnes en Estrie.

« Newport veut obtenir plus d’in-
formation de la part de l’Agency 
of Natural Resources concernant 
une nouvelle classe de contami-
nants chimiques qui suscite des 
inquiétudes à différents endroits. 
Elle évaluera ses options une fois 
qu’elle en saura plus », souligne 
Lisette Maillé.

Tant la MRC de Memphréma-
gog que la Ville de Sherbrooke 
souhaitent l’arrêt à long terme du 
traitement du lixiviat du site d’en-
fouissement de Coventry à l’usine 
d’épuration de Newport. Pour 
mieux comprendre, il importe de 
savoir que ce type de substance 
contient de multiples contami-
nants relâchés par des matières 

enfouies dans le sol.

IMPACT MONÉTAIRE
La Ville de Newport a fait preuve 

de prudence et démontré sa bonne 
volonté en mettant fin au traite-
ment d’eaux de lixiviation captées à 
Coventry chez elle. Mais cette déci-
sion a un impact monétaire pour 
elle puisqu’elle recevait annuel-
lement tout près de 200 000 $ de 
la part de la compagnie Casella 
Waste Systems et de sa filiale New 
England Waste Services of Ver-
mont (NEWSVT) pour les services 
qu’elle leur offrait.

« Je les ai assurés qu’on ne veut 
pas leur dire quoi faire. Après tout, 
leur usine respectait les normes en 
vigueur au Vermont même avant 
l’arrêt du traitement du lixiviat du 

site d’enfouissement. L’idée, c’est 
plus de collaborer et de trouver des 
solutions de rechange. »

À ce sujet, le comité Québec-Ver-
mont pour le lac Memphrémagog 
se réunira bientôt. Cette rencontre 
devrait permettre de discuter 
de cet épineux dossier ainsi que 
du projet d’agrandissement que 
NEWSVT a soumis aux autorités 
américaines pour son site d’en-
fouissement à Coventry.

L’Agency of Natural Resources a 
récemment autorisé, à certaines 
conditions, le projet d’agrandis-
sement déposé par NEWSVT. 
Toutefois, il s’agit d’une décision 
pouvant faire l’objet d’un appel, 
sans compter que la commission 
environnementale du district sept 
aura également son mot à dire.

Newport ne traite plus le lixiviat de Coventry

ISABELLE PION
isabelle.pion@latribune.qc.ca

SHERBROOKE — Une réserve de 
ciel étoilé semblable à celle déve-
loppée autour du parc national 
du Mont-Mégantic (RICEMM) est 
en voie de création au Maroc. Des 
Estriens ont d’ailleurs partagé 
leur expertise afin de poser les 
premiers jalons de cette réserve 
qui sera créée dans le Haut-Atlas.

Le professeur Martin Aubé du 
Cégep de Sherbrooke, Mia Caron, 
étudiante au Cégep, et Alexandre 
Simoneau, étudiant au docto-
rat à l’Université de Sherbrooke, 
reviennent tout juste d’un colloque 
qui se tenait à Marrakech. 

La réserve engloberait notam-
ment l’observatoire d’Oukaimed-
den et le parc national de Toubkal. 

M. Aubé et ses étudiants se sont 
rendus à Marrakech avec un ins-
trument de mesure de la pollution 
lumineuse, où ils ont pu faire des 
tests et une démonstration.

L’instrument a aussi la particu-
larité de déterminer la couleur de 
la lumière observée. Au départ, il 
pouvait seulement calculer l’inten-
sité de lumière. 

« Plusieurs études récentes ont 
démontré que la couleur de la 
lumière a vraiment un impact, 
autant chez l’humain que pour 
la biodiversité. On a installé une 
roue à filtres, cinq roues de cou-
leur différentes. Ça va permettre 
de calculer la couleur dans le ciel », 

explique Mia, une boursière du 
Fonds québécois de la recherche 
sur la nature et les technologies 
(FRQNT) qui a présenté une confé-
rence à Marrakech. 

« On peut savoir 
d’où vient la lumière, 
ça nous dit où sont 
les sources, et on 
peut vraiment les 
contrôler. »
— Martin Aubé, enseignant 
au Cégep de Sherbrooke

Les études soulèvent plusieurs 
préoccupations au sujet de la 
lumière bleue, rappelle M. Aubé. 

« Il y a un petit ordinateur là-
dedans. On peut le brancher sur 
internet. Une des ambitions du 
projet, c’est d’avoir accès aux don-
nées dans un réseau. On vou-
drait que cet appareil-là, il n’y en 
ait pas seulement trois ou quatre 
dans le monde. On aimerait qu’il 
y en ait des centaines, connectés 
au réseau. À partir d’ici, on pour-
rait récolter les données tous les 
jours de tous les appareils et car-
tographier l’évolution à travers la 
planète. »

« Je m’intéresse à la compréhen-
sion théorique de la propagation 
de la lumière dans l’environne-
ment, explique Alexandre. Je tra-
vaille sur le modèle de pollution 
lumineuse développé par le 

professeur Aubé pour essayer de 
l’améliorer. Ça nous permet de 
suivre de façon détaillée l’état de 
la pollution lumineuse (...) On 
peut savoir d’où vient la lumière, 
ça nous dit où sont les sources, et 
on peut vraiment les contrôler. »

Il développe un nouveau modèle 
qui sera plus facile à utiliser.

Il a fait des simulations dans le 
cadre de la conférence où il pou-
vait montrer, par exemple, l’im-
pact qu’aurait l’implantation d’un 
éclairage semblable à celui de 
Sherbrooke, moins nocif pour la 
pollution lumineuse. 

« On voit que la source principale 
(de lumière), ce sont les sources 

locales », illustre Alexandre, en fai-
sant allusion aux petits villages qui 
illuminent le ciel marocain.  

Rémi Boucher, biologiste à la 
réserve internationale de ciel étoi-
lé du Mont-Mégantic (RICEMM), 
a aussi pris part au colloque à titre 
de conférencier. 

Rappelons que la RICEMM a 
été la première réserve certi-
fiée par l’International Dark Sky 
Association (IDA). On en compte 
12 actuellement dans le monde, 
selon l’IDA. 

D e s  r e p r é s e n t a n t s  d e  l a 
RICEMM présenteront un bilan 
de la première décennie de la 
réserve lors du congrès Artificial 
Light at Night, aux États-Unis en 
novembre.

L’expertise du ciel étoilé  
estrien s’étend au Maroc 

Le professeur Martin Aubé et les étudiants Mia Caron et Alexandre Simoneau devant un appareil de mesure de pollution lumineuse, qui a servi lors d’un colloque au Maroc. — PHOTO SPECTRE MÉDIA, JESSICA GARNEAU

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/dark-sky-parks-and-reserves/index.html
https://www.grownuptravels.com/best-dark-sky-locations-ontario-quebec-california/
https://www.latribune.ca/actualites/lexpertise-du-ciel-etoile-estrien-setend-au-maroc-afcc9c6a517f99be433fa7fc96d7fe27
https://boutique.cieletespace.fr/liseuse/preview/564/view.html#!/avedocument0/pdf/1/1/1
https://photo.geo.fr/tour-du-monde-des-plus-beaux-ciels-etoiles-36384#mont-megantic-canada-631607
https://shop.lonelyplanet.com/products/dark-skies-1
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1290743/charlevoix-reserve-ciel-etoile
https://www.lecharlevoisien.com/2019/09/18/dix-ans-pour-un-meilleur-acces-au-ciel-etoile-a-baie-saint-paul/
https://cimtchau.ca/nouvelles/pollution-lumineuse-baie-saint-paul-mise-sur-les-etoiles/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/lists/activities/best-spots-on-the-planet-for-stargazing/


The addition of a new team member this year really helped in taking new initiatives in community 
relations. One of the big action was to create a new annual meeting for the Mont-Megantic IDSR to 
bring together many organizations and people involved in the operations, regulations and territory of 
the Reserve. The meeting took place at the ASTROLab in March and was a great success. Most of 
the IDSR's municipalities were represented by elected officials, inspectors, or councils members. The 
Regional Municipalities Councils, the Mont-Mégantic Observatory, Hydro-Sherbrooke and the Mont-
Megantic National Park, were also represented. Lighting manufacturers were there to display their 
dark-sky compliant luminaires to the attendees. The challenges of applying the exterior lighting 
regulations of the Reserve was the main theme for the 2018 edition, and good examples and 
initiatives where shared by the keynote speakers. 

Lastly, following the annual meeting, an advisory committee was created with the three Regional 
Municipalities Councils (Sherbrooke, Haut-Saint-François and Granit) and the Mont-Mégantic IDSR 
Team to discuss territorial issues, unify our actions and consult the parties on future goals and 
projects. Each RCM is represent by at least one elected official and at least one administrative staff 
member. The IDSR Team is represented at least by our administrative director and our partnership 
advisor. We are looking forward to this renewed gathering that will bring new initiatives and actions.  

- THE MONT-MÉGANTIC INTERNATIONAL DARK-SKY RESERVE'S TEAM
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